2010 ADSL Division Meeting Agenda  
Sunday, April 25th (4 – 5pm)

1. Welcome and Attendance Sheet

2. Introduction of current officers (Ellen Petraits and Moira Steven)

3. Announcement of next year’s moderators (Elinor Nacheman and Gabrielle Reed)

4. Volunteers for Incoming vice-moderators

5. **Open Forum Topics:**
   - Status of the ADSL blog – 12 posts over the past 3 years
   - New ways to use the blog
   - Managing in these economic times - strategies to stretch the dollar
   - The fate of the reference collection in A&D libraries
   - The library as exhibition space
   - Developing library instruction content specifically for upper-level undergraduates
   - Access to back-issues of Vogue
   - Discussion on studio artists using library websites as an access tool and if through assessment are we designing our websites for actual usability